
ELK RIDGE PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING 1 

January 12, 2012 2 
 3 

 4 
TIME AND PLACE OF PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING 5 

A regular scheduled meeting of the Elk Ridge Planning Commission was held on Thursday, January 12, 2012, at 7:00 p.m. at 80 East 6 
Park Drive, Elk Ridge, Utah.  7 

 8 
ROLL CALL 9 

Commissioners: Randy Jones, Kelly Liddiard, Debbie Cloward, Kevin Hansbrow, Sharon Dahlstrom (Tardy) 10 
Absent: Dayna Hughes, 11 

 Others: Marissa Bassir, Planning Commission Coordinator 12 
 Adam Castor, Planner, Erin Clawson, City Council, Brian Burke, City Council, Hal Shelley, Mayor, Jennifer 13 

Butterfield, Chris Butterfield 14 
 15 
OPENING ITEMS 16 
 17 
OPENING  18 

Kelly Liddiard, Chair, welcomed at 7:00 PM.  Opening remarks were said by Kevin Hansbrow followed by the pledge of allegiance. 19 
 20 

APPROVAL OF AGENDA 21 
Kelly Liddiard, Chair, reviewed the agenda and there were not any changes. 22 
 23 
KEVIN HANSBROW MOTIONED AND RANDY JONES SECONDED TO MAKE SHARON DAHLSTROM A VOTING 24 
MEMBER.  VOTE:  YES – ALL (4) KEVIN HANSBROW, RANDY JONES, KELLY LIDDIARD, DEBBIE CLOWARD,  NO 25 
– NONE, ABSENT – (2) DAYNA HUGHES 26 

 27 
NON-AGENDA DISCUSSION – ROCKY MOUNTAIN PLAT A & B 28 

Public, Chris Butterfield wanted to explain his concern for some issues that have come up in their subdivision.  They live in the Rocky 29 
Mountain Plat A down by the stake center.  They recently discovered that rural housing has come in and made offers on lots on plat B.  30 
They don’t understand how it could happen where there are no CC&R’s for the development.   The CC&R’s were recorded for Plat A, 31 
but were never recorded for Plat B for multiple reasons discovered.  He wanted to express some concerns and also just learn about the 32 
planning commission and what the roles are with the approval of subdivisions and homes.  He also wanted to find out how things like 33 
this have happened in the past and to see how it can possibly be prevented.  From what he understands, Elk Ridge City did record 34 
covenants for their development back in 2005 for Plat A.  For a couple of reasons, plat B was not recorded at the same time, one of those 35 
being water issues.  It was approved later in 2007 and at that time for whatever reasons, those same CC&R’s were not carried through 36 
and not recorded for Plat B.  Any buyer at this point could come in, purchase those lots and build homes that could not meet the current 37 
CC&R’s, as long as it met city code, which is basically a 1200 sq. ft. rambler.  They aren’t worried about Rural Housing buying those 38 
lots.  He was there to represent their neighborhood.  There have been a lot of discussions over how to handle the situation.  From a 39 
citizen’s viewpoint, he feels they aren’t getting anywhere with the city.  From the planning commission, he was hoping to get some 40 
insight on the duties and responsibilities and how the procedure works when people apply for building permits and developments and 41 
how that is passed to the city council.  They are looking for any information to slow the bank and rural housing down, which is what 42 
they are really trying to do. 43 
Kelly Liddiard as far as the stance of the city, that is up to the city council.  The subdivision has been approved by the city council back 44 
in 2007.  The planning commission deals with developments.  A developer comes into the city with a conceptual plan and it goes 45 
through the TRC, which is a technical review committee, which consists of the building inspector, city staff, and planning commission 46 
member, and so on.  Once the subdivision has been reviewed, which they look at grades of roads, building footprints, sizes of lots, 47 
drainage, etc.  Once the TRC sends it to the planning commission, then if codes have been met, the planning commission votes to send 48 
to city council.  The city council then decides if they like it and whether they need to send it back to planning commission or they will 49 
just approve it.  At that time, the developer can move forward. 50 
Public, Chris Butterfield asked if the city requires CC&R’s from a development. 51 
Kelly Liddiard replied that is up to the developer.  It is not necessarily a city issue.  As long as the house is built to code, that is what the 52 
city is looking at – fire code, building code and meet their inspections.  The city is then satisfied.  If it is something as far as the color of 53 
the rock or brick, that is a CC&R issue.  That is something that is taken up by the developer and the CC&R’s are recorded by the 54 
developer. 55 
Public, Chris Butterfield asked in their experience, does the city council typically like to see CC&R’s before they approve the 56 
subdivision. 57 
Kelly Liddiard replied that he doesn’t know and can’t answer that question.  It could also change with councils. 58 
Adam Castor, city planner said it is not a requirement for development.  A lot of times the CC&R’s will be written by the developer with 59 
suggestions from planning commission and the planner and then they are a recorded document, but it is not required per the 60 
development code to be submitted.  A lot of times the CC&R’s come in as part of the development agreement with the city and they will 61 
get more specific with different types of architectural character, guidelines that go beyond actual codes. 62 
Public, Chris Butterfield asked that if the CC&R’s are submitted, that is the developer’s discretion or the city council asked for them. 63 
Adam Castor, city planner replied that it is a combination of both, typically. 64 
Kelly Liddiard commented that the city council would probably review the CC&R’s if they were presented to them and give an opinion 65 
as to whether they were good restrictive covenants.  It isn’t a planning commission decision. 66 
Randy Jones commented that the planning commission could give their opinion, but that is all it is. 67 
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Public, Chris Butterfield was wondering if there is a master plan in place for Elk Ridge City. 68 
Kelly Liddiard indicated there is a master plan in place, but it doesn’t implement CC&R’s. 69 
Public, Chris Butterfield asked if the plan designated certain types of homes that would maybe restrict a lower income housing area; 70 
wouldn’t the CC&R’s establish that for that area?  But if it is part of the master plan, why wouldn’t the city want to see the CC&R’s? 71 
Kelly Liddiard replied that he did not know.  If they submit them, then they will be looked at, but it is not a requirement with plat 72 
approval. 73 
Randy Jones indicated that the development that is proposed has to meet the master plan and if there are things within the development 74 
that are outside the master plan, then the planning commission would make a recommendation to the city council not to be approved.  75 
The planning commission wouldn’t have anything to do with the CC&R’s that deal with it. 76 
Public, Chris Butterfield said in the case it is after the fact because the proposed homes were after the fact because they weren’t part of 77 
the master plan, but they are going to be allowed to build there because CC&R’s were not established for that plat. 78 
Kelly Liddiard said that they will be building a 1200 square foot home. 79 
Public, Chris Butterfield replied yes and the biggest home they build is just over 1300 square feet. 80 
Adam Castor indicated it meets our code, they can build. 81 
Public, Jennifer Butterfield indicated they looked into the zoning and even though it was 15,000 square feet or 20,000 or 10,000, it is all 82 
1200 square feet buildings. 83 
Kelly Liddiard said if the city is satisfied, then nothing can be done.  Mr. Liddiard asked what the council had told them. 84 
Public, Chris Butterfield replied that the city council told them their hands are tied.   85 
Randy Jones said they would be because it meets within the master plan and meets the city code. 86 
Public, Jennifer Butterfield said it is just a technicality because it was approved for plat A and B, but because plat B got held up with 87 
water rights, it got delayed two years.  Well two years later, the CC&R’s were not recorded.  The city took on that responsibility and 88 
didn’t follow through so that is where we are having issues. 89 
Public, Chris Butterfield indicated that for whatever reason with Plat A, the city did require to see CC&R’s and they submitted and 90 
recorded CC&R’s for the plat, the developer did not.  The same thing did not happen with Plat B.  The city said they don’t require 91 
CC&R’s and it is not their job to record them.  But he thinks that is about every other time – sometimes they want to see them and 92 
sometimes they don’t. 93 
Kelly Liddiard said he has never seen anything required. 94 
Brian Burke, City Council asked if there was not a master plan around when this came through. 95 
Kelly Liddiard said there may have not been.  He was not here at the time. 96 
[There was a General Plan (2002-2010) in 2005] 97 
Hal Shelley, Mayor said he had a request from LeAnn Adams to have the city attorney come and meet with the group of residents and 98 
the attorney agreed to come and talk with them to see if the issues could be resolved or satisfied.  He said that would be taking place on 99 
Tuesday the 17th at 9:00 A.M.  Mayor Shelley also asked if there was anyone from the planning commission who might be able to 100 
attend, that would be good.  He would like to see this move forward.  Mayor Shelley was also trying to get a hold of the rural housing 101 
director, but is not able to meet with him until a later date. 102 
Public, Chris Butterfield said in regards to zoning and the size of the lots that are zoned for 12,000, 15,000, or 20,000 square foot acres.  103 
Is there a reason why the city wouldn’t require a little bit larger home as the lots get larger?  It only requires 1200 sq feet regardless of 104 
the lot size. 105 
Kelly Liddiard said the city code says it requires a minimum of 1200 sq feet.  Depending on the building lot and the footprint that is able 106 
to be put on that lot, they can’t go any smaller than that, but they can go bigger.  There are some lots within the city where the flat part of 107 
the lot is small, but the lot is 2 ½ acres.  So the buildable part has to be taken into consideration.  1200 square feet is a catch-all and is the 108 
minimum. 109 

 110 
PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT (PUD) DISCUSSION 111 

Adam Castor provided a background of when Chris Salisbury was here to discuss the amendment of Elk Ridge Meadows, Mr. Castor 112 
was reviewing the master plan that they were going to submit and he was looking at the lot sizes and it was within the PUD ordinance.  113 
As he was reviewing, he discovered that the intent of the PUD was to allow a higher density development with smaller lot sizes, multi-114 
family units in some cases, in exchange for parks and open spaces.  The ordinance says that 25 percent of the developable area within a 115 
PUD has to be deeded or preserved as open space.  It allows smaller lots, smaller lot frontages.  The minimum building envelope size 116 
didn’t change.  In the residential zones, it’s a minimum of 4,000 square feet within those zones.  As a PUD overlay is applied and 117 
decrease the size of those lots, the 4,000 square foot building envelope isn’t achievable by those lot dimensions.  So in looking at the lot 118 
diagrams that he put together for illustration purposes, if a developer applies for a PUD in the R-1-12,000, that lot size can go down to 119 
7,500 square feet.  If the minimum setbacks are applied to that, the building envelope would end up being shy of 3,150 square feet, 120 
which is short of the 4,000 square foot minimum.  Same with the R-1-15,000 zone – the lot size can go down to 8,000 square feet and 121 
end up with a 3,500 square foot building envelope by applying those minimum setbacks.  There is a little bit of conflict and when the 122 
developer comes in with a PUD and wants the higher densities and the smaller lots in exchange for the open space, but by applying that 123 
minimum building envelope size, it pushes the minimum lot size back up to about 9,000 square feet so telling them one thing and then 124 
not giving it to them by way of minimum sizes.  It was recently requested by the city council that the PUD code be discussed.  If the 125 
commission feels that this is the recommended amendment to this ordinance within the PUD zone, then it will be the on the February 126 
agenda for a public hearing and take action then.  Mr. Castor’s recommendation is to amend 10-11E-6-3 BUILDING ENVELOPE: 127 
“The building envelope location within a single-family unit development lot should conform to the natural terrain and remain within the 128 
flattest areas of the lot.  This area could be considerably smaller than the lot to accomplish this requirement.  The minimum building 129 
envelope size for a single-family unit lot shall be the area created by the minimum front, side and rear setback requirements, which must 130 
be met.”  So there aren’t any exceptions to the setbacks, it is just letting the setbacks determine the minimum building envelope size. 131 
Debbie Cloward asked where the PUD zone is.  Is it just the Salisbury development? 132 
Adam Castor replied that the PUD overlay can be applied to the R-1-12,000, 15,000, and 20,000. 133 
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Kevin Hansbrow said it isn’t automatically applied; it has to be approved for a PUD overlay. 134 
Debbie Cloward asked if the density bonuses are given to anyone who wants to apply. 135 
Adam Castor said anyone can apply for a PUD if they are willing to take 25 percent of their developable area and deed to city or 136 
preserve as open space.  The main goal is to gain park space within the city. 137 
Kelly Liddiard asked if anyone had a reason as to why it shouldn’t be placed on the next agenda for a public hearing.  Mr. Liddiard 138 
asked the coordinator to place it on the next agenda. 139 
Planning Coordinator asked if there was anything else they could think of that might need to be amended within the PUD code. 140 
Kevin Hansbrow remembered when the code was being put together that the residents were required to put their yards in, but he said 141 
they also required tree-lined streets.  He doesn’t know if that was going to be done or not or they were waiting until the houses were all 142 
built. 143 
Adam Castor indicated that it is part of the ordinance.  Trees within the park strip are required.  He believes it says two per unit along the 144 
park strip and there is a variety of approved trees that can go in. 145 
Kevin Hansbrow said they haven’t done it yet and was just wondering when. 146 
Adam Castor indicated Corbett Stephens, building official, was concerned that the park strip trees were going to ruin the curb, gutter and 147 
street.  Mr. Castor does not recommend taking the trees out of the ordinance.  There are other things that can be looked at to mitigate that 148 
issue.  Typically, the tree roots don’t affect curbs as much because curbs are a lot stronger. 149 
Kevin Hansbrow said that Paul Squires, ex-commissioner, went through and took a lot of time to find trees where the roots grow 150 
downward and not outward. 151 
Adam Castor said that he thinks the specified trees are good. 152 
Kelly Liddiard said you can’t prevent 100 percent, but the specific trees are better. 153 
Adam Castor said another suggestion would be to widen the width of the park strip.  That always helps. 154 
Debbie Cloward asked how many parks are set for that area.  How were they spacing the parks? 155 
Adam Castor indicated that 25 percent of the developable acreage would be park space. 156 
Kevin Hansbrow asked if Salisbury were looking at developing more. 157 
Adam Castor replied he didn’t know of anymore being developed.  He just came across the issue when they were trying to turn the open 158 
space into three lots.  There is also a table within the PUD ordinance that says the minimum building envelope size of 4,000 square feet 159 
so the other recommendation would be to take that out of the table so it is all consistent. 160 

 161 
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING SCHEDULE FOR 2012 162 

The proposed meeting schedule for 2012 consists of one meeting per month on the second Thursday.  If more meetings are needed for 163 
additional business, meetings may be added at a later date. 164 
 165 
DEBBIE CLOWARD MOTIONED AND RANDY JONES SECONDED TO APPROVE THE MEETING SCHEDULE FOR 166 
THE YEAR OF 2012.  VOTE:  YES – ALL (5), N0 - NONE, ABSENT – DAYNA HUGHES 167 
 168 

APPROVAL OF 10/13/2011 PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES 169 
There were not any changes made to the minutes of October 13, 2011. 170 
 171 
KEVIN HANSBROW MOTIONED AND SHARON DAHLSTROM SECONDED TO APPROVE THE MINUTES FROM 172 
OCTOBER 13, 2011.  VOTE: YES – ALL (5), NO – NONE, ABSENT (1) – DAYNA HUGHES 173 
 174 

CITY COUNCIL UPDATE 175 
Hal Shelley, Mayor said that the city council needs to complete the appointments for planning commission members.  There have been a 176 
couple of members who suggested they were interested.  There was one person who needed to be moved up to a full-time member.  177 
Sharon Dahlstrom will go from an alternate to a full-time member. 178 
Debbie Cloward indicated that her commission expires in February, but she would like to be reappointed. 179 
Hal Shelley, Mayor said he would need to go through the formalities and visit with her to make it official.  Another suggestion is that he 180 
would like to see the different parts of the city represented in the planning commission.  The planning commission went through where 181 
each commissioner lives.  There is a need for two full-time members and an alternate member.  He would like to find someone from 182 
down in the Salisbury area and maybe someone from the Rocky Mountain area.  He is open to recommendations. 183 
Sharon Dahlstrom recommended Paul Barker down on Cortez.  He is a wonderful person and contractor who is very knowledgeable.  184 
However, she has never talked to him about it. 185 
Hal Shelley, Mayor said they need to work on it quickly and have someone by the end of January. 186 
The issue with Rocky Mountain Subdivision and the filing of CC&R’s – Mayor is recommending to the council that the city does not 187 
even have the option.  It needs to fall back where it needs to fall back and defer to the city attorney.   He would like to clean up some 188 
existing issues that have raised so many questions. 189 
Kevin Hansbrow thinks that extending an invitation to one of them in the Rocky Mountain issue is a good idea. 190 
Hal Shelley, Mayor said he would like to know what Rural Housing plans on doing so that there can be some encouragement.  They are 191 
purchasing eight of the 13 lots and the mayor doesn’t know what they are planning to build or if they have CC&R’s in place.  192 
Kevin Hansbrow commented that he thinks it is less to do with the lot size and more to do with the material used – is it all going to 193 
match, is there going to be siding, etc.  He thinks the current residents are more worried that the materials used will bring down the value 194 
of their house. 195 
Randy Jones asked if Rural Housing is a developer. 196 
Adam Castor replied that it is part of the United States Dept. of Agriculture that has a rural housing that offers very low interest loans to 197 
first-time home buyers and things like that.  So they work hard to get people into homes at an affordable price. 198 
Kelly Liddiard commented that the home buyers have to do a lot of sweat equity.   199 
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Kevin Hansbrow said they also can’t move in unless all of the homes within the project are complete. 200 
Hal Shelley, Mayor also said that SESD has completed the utilities.  Mr. Gallegos at the bank was going to call Rural Housing and let 201 
me know that the utilities have been completed. 202 
Kelly Liddiard asked the mayor if he had any insight on the letter that went out where they were trying to purchase the lots. 203 
Hal Shelley, Mayor said they are trying to find interested parties to see if it is a possibility.  But the problem is that Community Bank 204 
does have a contract with Rural Housing, unless they back out.  Options are kind of tied up at this point. 205 
Brian Burke, City Council said they talked the other night at the city council about widening and straightening out Escalante – the 206 
question that came up was can the current standards be used?  They were talking either going 28 feet, which there is already a standard 207 
down in Loafer Canyon.  The thought was that they might want to go 30 feet – the question is, if they go with 30’, do they have to create 208 
new standards that would have to go to public hearings. 209 
Adam Castor indicated that if a new standard is created it does have to go through public hearings. 210 
 211 

OTHER BUSINESS – MEMBER’S TERM EXPIRATION 212 
Kelly Liddiard indicated the member’s terms have already been discussed. 213 
   214 

ADJOURNMENT – Chair, Kelly Liddiard, adjourned the meeting at 7:55 p.m. 215 
 216 
 217 

  ____________________________________________________ 218 
  Planning Commission Coordinator   219 
 220 


